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MODELS OF PEANO ARITH民1ETICAS MODULES OVER 
INITIAL SEGMENTS 
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Abstract. Let M be a countable non欄 standardmodel of first order 

Peano arithmetic (PA) and J a weakly definable proper initial seg-

ment that is closed under addition， multiplication and factorial. We 

show that there is another model N of P A such that the structure 

of J-module of M coincides with that of N and the multiplication 

of M coincides with that of N on J but does not coincide at some 

(a，b)世12.

1. Introduction and Preliminaries 

Let PA denote the first order Peano arithmetic formulated in the language 

L = {Oう 1，+， • ， <}. Let Lo denote the language {O， 1ぅ十，<}.Some papers， including 

[3] and [4]， dealt with the connection between Lo-redωts of models of P A and 

their multiplicative structures. Along these lines of research， in [1]， Tsuboi and 

Murakami considered the following question asked by M. Yasumoto. 

Let M be a countable non-standard model of P A. Does there exist a model 

N of P A such that 

(1) the structure of ordered additive semigro叩 ofM coincides with that of 

N (i.e. MILo = NILo)， 

(2) the multiplication of M coincides with that of N on some non-standard 

initial segment 1 but does not coincide at some (a， b)手J2?(i.e. . MIJ = .N11 

and .M手 .N)

ln [1]， they showed the existence of such N and 1 in a strong way. They proved 

that for any (not necessarily countable) non-standard model M of PA， there exist 

a model N of P A and an initial segment 1 that is closed under multiplication of 

M and N such that 
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(1) MILo = NILo， 
(2) .MII = .NII， 
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(3) a.M a = a.N a if and only ifαε1 for al1 aεM. 

In this paper， we prove a related result also answering the question above 

(see Theorem 13). Our result differs from that of [1] in the followi時 points.

First of all， we consider an arbitrary initial segment 1 of M satisfying minor 

conditions. Our model N coincides with M not only as an ordered abelian group， 

but also as an 1 -module. (We can treat MI {十}as an abelian group by adding 

negative eleme凶.)These two points strengthen the consequence， but we must 

weaken the condition 3 as below: 

(3') The multiplication of M coincides with that of N on 1 but does not 

coincide at sorne (a， b)手12.

In the paper [4]， it is proved that for any countable model of PA， the 

isomorphism type of the additive semigroup determines the isomorphism type of 

the multiplicative semigroup. If the structure of additive semigroup of M co伺

incides with that of N， the multiplication of M is isomorphic to that of N. So 

to prove the statement above， we need to construct an l-module autornorphism 

on M which does not preserve the multiplication of M (see Lemma 12). 

Before going further， we need some preparations. Let M be a model of P A. 

DEFINITION 1. Let 1 c M. We say that 1 is weakly definable if there exists 

an L(M)聞formula件(x，y) such that 

1 = {xεM:M  トゆ(x，n) for sorne n εω}. 

In the definition above， we can always assume that the sets defined by 

ゆ(xス)(n Eω) are increasing in κ by replacing ゆ(爪y)with 俳句旦y)=ヨz云

y<jJ(x， z) as necessary. We shall thus always assume this hereafter. 

For the rernainder of this paper， we fix a weakly definable proper initial 

segment 1 c M that is closed under *十*， *・本 and*! where x! = x. (x 1) . . . 1. 

For example letαbe an element larger than 1 in M. We define the function f(n) 

by f(l) =αand f(n十 1)ニ f(州， which is definable in M. Then 

1:ごいεM:x豆f(n)for sorne nεω} 

satisfies all the requirements stated above. 

We can embed M into the ordered ring M U {-a :αε M} which is eq-

definable in M*. We usually work in this extended structure， which is also de-

*We say that a subset A of Mcq is eq-definable if it is definable in Meq. Notice that every eq~definable 
subset of M is definable in M， and characteristics of M is preserved in M U {-a":αEM}. 
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noted by M if there is no confusion. Similarly， we identify 1 with the extended 

structure 1 U { -α : a E 1}， which can be considered as an ordered Sl伽 i時 ofthe 

ordered ring M(= MU  -M). 

For some aε1， we will define a new unary relation symbol Da and a new 

unary function symbolβinterpreted as: 

• xεD a if x can be divided by a; 

• fa(x) = a . x. 

N ow let the la碍凶geLO of 1-引I汀mo

{jβ}ムうρDん正ααεIη}.We consider M and N (in our theorem) as Lo-structures. For 

simplicity of notation， fa(x) will be written as ax if there is no confusion. We can 

naturally consider an L-structure M as an Lo-structure if 1 c M. In other wo出 3

we can consider M as an 1-module with total ordering. 

We write a "'1 b if Dd(α-b) holds for any nonzero d E 1. We write a <1 b 

ifα+ d < b holds for any d ε1. For an element q = dje (e> 0) of the quotient 

field Q(I) of 1， qx denotes the maximum element yεM with ey豆 dx.Let 

q=くqlぅ・・・ ，qρbea tuple of elements of Q(I). Let D =くむ1，・・・ ，Vn)be a tuple of 

elements of M with the same length as q. We introduce a notation: 

れ D= I:qiVi 

For an nぺupleii of M， we define 

くa)l= {qヰii+d:qεQ(I)ぅdε1}. 

The ql則

L引(A刈)田fおorml山Il山lasリゆ仰(伏例xめ)sa叫山tis必§批制e吋db均ya 

2. Main ResuJt 

From now on， let M be a countable non-standard model of P A and 1 a 

weakly definable proper initial segment of M that is closed under十ぅ.and !. 

LEMMA 2. Let a， b εM with a <1 b. Then forω1y Cε M， there exist i，析niteか
many d εM such that c "'ld and a < d < b. 

PROOF. Letゆ(x，y， z) be the L-formula asserting that 

。<x . y < z ̂  ¥fw (0 < w壬x→ y can be divided by w). 

Putting e = b -a， we see that M ←今世(s，y， e) for all s E 1. In fact， since 1 is 

closed under . and !， we have M ←ゆ(s，s!， e). By overspi11， there exists t > 1 such 
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that M ドヨy件(t，y，e).Let u εM be the solution y ofゆ(t，y， e)， then it fol-

lows that u ""10 and t. u < e. So there exist infinitely many m εM such that 

a<c十 mu< b. 口

LEMMA 3. Let a be an n-tuple of M αnd A =くa)I・ThenA inc/udes 1， and is 

closed under 十， -and multiplication by d E Q( I). 

PROOF. First we claim that 

くa)1 = {x E M : dx = d * a十久d=l=Oうd，eε1}.

We may assume that the length of a equals 1， and put a = a. Let xεくα)1'

Then there exist p = s I tεQ(I) and e ε1 such that x = pa十 ιBythe defini-

tion of pa， there exist r E M (0三 r< t) such that saェ t(pa)+ r. Since 1 is an 

ir出 alsegement and t E 1， it follows that r E 1. So tx = t(pa十 e)= t(pa)十 te= 

sa -r + te. Recalling that we have identified 1 with 1 U -1， we can assume that 1 

is closed under -. Since 1 is c10sed under十， -， and " it fol1ows that -r + teε1. 
Conversely suppose that tx = sa十 efor some t > 0， s and e ε1. Then there 

exists rε1 (0壬rく t)such that sa = t((slt)α)十r，so that tx = t((slt)α)十r十e.

Since r + e can be divided by t， there exist u εM such that r十 e= tu. We ramark 

that (1) 1 is an initial segment， (2) lul < Itul and (3) tu E 1. So we have u E 1， and 

xニ (slt)α十払

We c1aim tha tくa)1 is c10sed under 十?一.It su伍cesto show for the case of 

十. Let x， y Eくa)I'Then 

dx=d*a十 eヲ

d'y = d' * a十 e'

for some d， d'， d， d'， e and e1ε1. By multiplying the above by d' and d 

respectively， we have 

d'dx = d'd * a十 d'eぅ

dd'y = dd' * a + de'. 

By adding the both sides of equations above， d' d(χ十 y)ェ (d'd+ dd') * a十

(d'e十 de').So x十 yεくa)I・

We c1aim thatくa)Iis closed under multiplication by slt E Q(I) (t> 0). Let 

x εくa)l' Then dx = d * a十 efor some dラ dand e ε1. By the definition， there 

exists rε1 (O:s; rく t)such that sx = t((slt)x) + r. Then we have 

dt((slt)x) = sd * a十 se-drう

and so (slt)x Eくa)I'
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LEMMA 4. Let a be an n-tuple of M. Thenくa)1 coincides with the set of all 

a-d，φ;nable elements of M us仰

PROOF. Let Xo be an element defined by the quantifier free LO (a)イonnula

ゆ(x).We may assume出凶作)is of the form V;八Jゆi，j(X)where仇j(X)is an 

atomic fonn山 ora negation of an atomic fonnula. A negation of atomic LO-

fonnula is of the fonn -，(t(X) < s(x))， -，(t(x) = s(x)) or -'Dd(t(X)) whe印刷3

s(x) are tenns. If Xo satisfies a negation of an atomic LO-fonn山， then Xo satis-

fies some fonnula of the form t(x) < s(x)， t(x) = s(x) or Dd(t(X) -e) for some 

e (0 < e < d). So we may assume that俳人;(x)is an atomic formula. 

We remark that Xo is definable by the forml山八jtt(X)i，j for some j. So we 

may assume that仲)is of the fonn八iゆj(x)whereゆi(X)is an atomic fonnula. 

First， we suppose that there exists i such thatゆj(x)is of the form t(x) = s(x). 

We remark that LO (a)-tenns t(x) and s(x) are of the fonn cx十 J* a + d where c， 

d and d ε1. So we have Xo Eくa)l'

Next， we suppose that there does not exist i such that吟(x)is of the fonn 

t(x) = s(x). We remark that an LO (a)聞 termis of the fonn cx十d牢丘十 dwhere c， 

d and d ε1. So we may assume that Xo is defined by some conjunction of atomic 

fom1ulas as follows: 

八(Si< CiX < tj) ^ ̂  (Dd;(eバ十 Uj))

where Si， tj， and Uj are elements ofくa)1and Ci (Ci > 0)フ diand ei are elements 

of 1. The長rstconjunction is equivalent to s < x < t where s = maxi{(ljci)si} 

and t = mini{(ljci)(tj -1) + 1}. By Lemma 3， it follows that s， t εくa)J・Suppose

that s <1 t. By Lemma 2フ thereexist infinitely many d εM such that Xo '""'"'1 d 

and s < d < t. Therefore， there are infinitely many d for which the fonnula仲)

holds. This is a contradiction. So we can assume that s 1:-1 t. Since 1 is an initial 

segment， there exists g ε1 such that Xo = s十 gand we have Xoεくa)J.

Converselyフ letXo Eくa)J.We may assume that the length of a equals 1， and 

put a =α. We put Xo = pa+dう wherep = bjcεQ(J)， and d E 1. By the defi-

nition of pa， tl町 eexists g E 1 such that ba = c(xQ -d)十 gand 0壬g< c. Then 

the LO(α)-formula bα=市 -d) + g defines xQ・口

LEMMA 5. Let a be an nイupleof M Thenくa)J is weakly dφinable. 

PROOF. Let 1 be weakly definable by the formulaゆ(x，n). Let ん={x E M: 

M トゆ(xス)}， so that 1 = U問 ωIn・ Letゆ(x，n)be the form叫aasserting 出at

there exist d (d手0)，d and e ειsuch that dx = d * a + e. 
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By the claim in the proof of Lemma 3， くめJis weakly definable by the formula 

や(x，n). 

LEMMA 6. Let ii be anか tupleof M:フ αndたtA =くii)J・Thenthe LO -quantifier 

jたetype p(x) = qftp(bjA) of b 0附 Ais determined by the following sets: 

(1) {Dd(t(X)) : M ドDd(t(b))， d E 1ぅt(x)a term in LO(A)}， 

(2)わん(t(x)): M ←iDd(t(b))， d E 1ぅt(x)αtermin LO (A)}， 

(3) {c < x: M トc< b，cεA}， 

(引いく c:Mトb< c，cεA}. 

PROOF. Let r be the union of the four sets above. lf b εAヲ thenp(x) 

is generated by x = b. lt is clear that x = b is equivalent to b -1 < x and 

x<b十 1，both of which belong to r. So we can assume b ~ A. Let us consider 

the formぬの<c in p(x) where d ε1 (d > 0) and c is an LO (A )“term. First， 

suppose that Dd(C) holds. Then we have d((ljd)c) = c， and dx < c is equI¥ん

alent to x < (ljd)c. The Iast formula belongs to r. Then we assume that 

a=d((1jd)c)+e for some e such that O<e<d. ln this case， dx<c is 

equivalent to x < (1 j d)c + 1 .口

LEMMA 7. Let σ:ii → b be an LO -isomorphism.刀1enσcanbe extended to the 

Lo-isomOJ同ismσ くii)J→く長)J such that j5ホ丘十d1--+ j5 *長十 d，where jJ εQ(I) 
αnd d ε1. 

PROOF. We may assume that the length of ii equals 1， and so put ii = a 

and b 二二 b. First we show that σ， preserves addition. Let Xj 十 X2= X3， with Xi = 

Pia十 Ci，Piニ ddeiE Q(I)， and Ci E 1 for i = 1，2ぅ3.There exist 9 iε 1 (iニ 1，2，3)

such that dia = ei(xi -Ci) + gi and 0豆 gi< ei. Since Xi = (dia -gi)j向 十 Ci，we 

have 

FIG-91 ¥ (坐二g2+ C2) か -g3 一一一一十 Cj I + I - v-+ C2 I =一一一一一十 C3・
ej / ¥ e2 / e3 

By mu1tiplying both sides by e = ej e2e3， this is equivalent to the quantifier free 

LO(α)-formula 

((e2e3(dja -gJ) + ecJ) + (eje3(d2aーの)+ eC2) 

= eje2(d3aーの)+ eC3)八八 De;(dia-gi). 

Since a and b have the same quantifier free t)帆 theLO(b)聞 formulaobtained by 

replacing αin the formula above by b also holds. So we have σ(xJ)十σ(X2)= 

σ(X3). Similarly， we can show that a' is the Lo-isomorphism. 巳
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DEFINITION 8. Let A be a subset of M. 

(1) We say that a pair (A_，A+) is a cut of A if A = A_ UA十 andA_ <ムー
(2) Let a手A.We say that a defines the cut (A_， A+) if A_ < a < A+・

LEMMA 9. Let ii and b be n-tuples 01 M. Put A =くii)Jand B =くb)J・Let

σ:A→ B be an L6 -isomorphism withσ(ii) = b. Let a define the cut (A_， A+) 01 
A.訪問 thereexists b εM such that b defi附 thecut (σ(A_)，σ(ム))01 B. 

PROOF. Let A be weakly definable by the L(M)-foffi1ula 中(xス). Let 

An = {xε M:Mトゃいス)}， s叩o t出ha抗t A = U 
x<α仏，xε An} and d(例n吋1け)=mIl州n川1ベ{xε M:x>α仏，xε An}.Then the L(M)-formula 

c(n) < d(n) holds for every n εω. There exist definable functions q(n)， r(n)， l(叫

and m(n) such that 

(1) c(n) = q(n)牢 ii+ l(n) and d(n) = r(n) * ii 十 m(n)，

(2) q(n)， r(n)εQ(I) and l(n)，m(n)ε1 for every nεω. 

We put c'(n) = q(n) * b十 l(n)and d'(n) = r(n)本 b+m(件 Sinceσpreserves the 

ordering， the L(M)-formula c'(n) < d'(n) holds for every n Eω. By overspill， 

there exists e >ωsuch that c'(e) < d'(e). As stated in the introduction， we may 

assume that the sets An (nεω) are increasing in n. Therefore it follows that 

σ(A_) < c'(e) and d'(e) <σ(A+). So any element b between c'(e) and d'(e) 

defines the cut (σ(A_)，σ(A十))of B. 口

LEMMA 10. Let ii be an n-tuple 01 M and A =くii)J. Then lor all a挙A，there 

exists b E M such thatαand b define the same cut 01 A andα<J b. 

PROOF. Let 1 be weakly definable by the formulaゆ(x，n). Let A be weakly 

definable by the formula砂(x，n)， and let An = {xε M : Mトゆ(xス)}.Let d(n) 

be the maximum element x satisfyingゆ(x，n). Let (J(n) be a formula asserting that 

the interval between a and a + d(n) does not intersect the set ，An. 

Then M ト(J(n)for every n Eω. In fact， if there exist n εωand x E An such 

that a < x < a十 d(n)フ then0 < x -a < d(n). Since 1 is an initial segment， 
x-aε1 c A. Since x εA， this is contradictory toα 世A.By overspill， there exits 

e>ωsuch that the interval between a and a十 d(e)does not intersect the set A. 

Since d(e) > 1フ wehave b = a + d(e). 口

LEMMA 11. 乙etAとくii)Jand B =くb)/・Letσbe an L6.，.isomorphism from A 

to B w帥 σ(ii)= b. Suppose that 
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(1)α ""'r b; 

(2)ααnd b d，ゆlethe cut (A_， A+) 01 A and the cut (σ(A_)ぅ叫ん))01 B 

respectively 

Then σis extended to an LO -isomorphismσ くω>r→くbb)rwithσI (α) = b. 

PR∞F. By Lemma 7， it su伍cesto show that qftp(αj A) = qftp(bjB). By 

Lemma 6フ weconsider the following cases: 

Case 1. Dc(d * a +ω) holds where d and e ε1. Since a and b have the same 

quantifier free type over 1， d牢a""'r d * b. Since a "'r b， d本 d十 ea"'1 d * b十 eb.So 

Dc(d * b十 eb)holds. 

Case 2. T本a十 d<αholdswhere T εQ(I) and d E 1. By the second con-

dition of the lemmaフ σ(t* a十 d)= T * b十 d< b holds. 己

LEMMA 12. Let M be a countable non-standard model 01 PA， and 1 a 

weakly aφwble proper initial segment 01 M that is c/osed under +， • and !. Then 

there is an Lo-automorphismσ01 M such thatσ(c . d) =1=σ(c)・σ(d)lor sOlωmη1 

(c町，d)手12
.

PR∞F. We fix aεM such thatα > 1. Then a2手A=くα)r. In fact， if 

dεA， then there exists a formula dx2十 ex十fニ ohaving the solution a where 

d (d手0)，e and 1 E 1. Since a > 1， Iぬ2+ω 十I1> 1. This is a contradiction. 

Let σ0: A→ A be the identity mapping. By Lemmata 10 and 2， there exists 

b=l=α2 such that a2 and b define the same cut of A and a2 
""'1 b. By Lemma 11，σo 

can be extended to an LJ -isomorphism σ くω2)r→くめ)r.Using Lemmata 9， 

10， 2 and 11，σ1 can be extended to an L十automorphismσonM by a back and 

forth argument. This automorphism does not preserve the multiplication of M. In 

fact，σ(α2) = b 手α2_ぴ(α)2. ロ

THEOREM 13. Let M be a countable nonイtandlαrdmodel 01 PA，αnd 1 a 

weakly d，ゆwbleproper initial segment 01 M that is c/osed under +， • and !. Then 

there exists a model N 01 P A such that 

(1) MILoニ NILJ.
(2) .Mll = .Nll and .M手 N

PR∞'F. By Lemma 12， we have a model N = (MILJ， .N) of PA such 

that x.N y =σ-1 (σ(x)・Mσ(y)). In fact， ifσ(c.M d) =1=σ(c) .Mσ(d)， then 

C ・Md=f.c・Nd. 口
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